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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Edwin has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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afeite
Afeite;Substance or product is used to care for or beautifying the hair or skin especially of the face at that time artists
wore the face full of afeite

efusión
Joy, affection or another feeling intense sample embraced with effusion 2 bloodshed of a liquid, usually out of a fluid
through a hole (f) sangreefusión pequeñofigExpansión and intensity in generous mood thesaurus effects female
efusiónsustantivo 1 bloodshed. An effusion is a shedding of a liquid, especially blood. 2 expansion **, affection,
affection, tenderness, warmth. coldness. The effusion is intensive in these feelings and how to express them. effusion:
heat, vehemence, spill, momentum, passion, expansion, fervor, bloodshed, affection, warmth, flow, enthusiasm, risk,
burning

pletórica
Applies to the person who is full of joy or of another positive feature to be full of fuerzaspletórico, adjpat which has
plétoraQue has abundance of things good or convenient full thesaurus, full pletóricaadjetivo **, full and superabundant.

prosa
Prose is the structure that naturally takes language to express concepts. This form is not subject to certain measures or
cadences, as opposed to the verse. Why the prosaic language is often defined by opposition to the verse.

prosaico
An adjective that it is vulgar and does not have any emotion or special interest, for being too related to the material:
sewing, cleaning and mopping are considered mundane activities.


